
 

 
 

 
Android Developer 

Company web:www.gtropy.com 
Email: cv@gtropy.com 

 

 B.Tech/ M.Tech in Computer Sciences from Good Engineering colleges 

 A great coder who loves and breathes code. 

 Excellent Analytical and Problem Solving Skills. 

 Minimum 3 years of development experience in Android 

 Hands on developing e-Commerce based applications will be preferred. 

 Good in data structures 
Must have great knowledge about device caching, JSON, Battery optimizations, code 
optimizations, bitmap caching, and Payment Gateway integration. 

  

 Experience with Android Google Maps API (desirable), prior experience in developing 
awesome maps based Android Application a must. 

 Good in designing android UI 
 

Perks: 

5 days working, Flexible working hours, WFH, Medical Insurance, Exciting promotions & Appraisals and 
most importantly, you become a part of a dynamic and fun team of entrepreneurs from every walk of life 




ABOUT US: 
 
GTROPY is a renowned brand ventured by a passionate team from the world’s most eminent institution. 
We are a technology start-up, based in SOUTH DELHI ventured by a team of IIT, IIM & BITS-Pilani 
Alumni. 
We are working in the growing field of Location based vehicle tracking solutions and its exhaustive Data 
Analytics. We envisage making the Indian road transport more efficient with reasonably priced solutions. 
There is a clear deficit of technology and analytics in transportation industry and that's what we intend to 
fill. We do indulge in fond reverie of touching almost every vehicle that is plying on Indian roads; yeah we 
have a big dream!!! To delineate that dream, we need passionate people who just roll up their sleeves 
and do everything in optimized ways. We are dedicated to the field of GPS Based Fleet Management 
Solutions and its exhaustive Data Analytics. Proficient in providing valuable solutions, we cater to diverse 
clients from all verticals. Our aim is to set benchmarks for analytics in the Logistics Industry in terms of 
imparting avant-garde solutions, high-quality services, and seamless support to our customers. 
Progressively we have established ourselves as one of the most trusted GPS Vehicle Tracking Solution 
providers among our esteemed partners and well-satisfied customers. As of now, we have 1Lac+ live 
vehicles to our credit with quarterly growth of 40%. Our gigantic network of 350+ partners reflects our 
success story. 
GTROPY has an array of solutions for every Industry type in the Logistics domain that help in the 
management of Logistics Operations, Passenger Transportation, Fleet Management, Supply & 
Distribution as well as pickup and drop services. 

 

 GTROPY’s FORTE: 
 

GPS FLEET MANAGEMENT 
SOLUTIONS SUPPLY CHAIN 
ANALYTICS 
LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT 
SOLUTIONS VEHICLE TRACKING & 
FASTAG SERVICES CONTROL 
CENTER 

OPEN MARKET FLEET MONITORING 

http://www.gtropy.com/
mailto:cv@gtropy.com

